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a b s t r a c t

Visual codebook serves as a fundamental component in many state-of-the-art visual

search and object recognition systems. While most existing codebooks are built based

solely on unsupervised patch quantization, there are few works exploited image labels

to supervise its construction. The key challenge lies in the following: image labels are

global, but patch supervision should be local. Such imbalanced supervision is beyond

the scope of most existing supervised codebooks [9,10,12–15,29]. In this paper, we

propose a weakly supervised codebook learning framework, which integrates image

labels to supervise codebook building with two steps: the Label Propagation step

propagates image labels into local patches by multiple instance learning and instance

selection [20,21]. The Graph Quantization step integrates patch labels to build codebook

using Mean Shift. Both steps are co-optimized in an Expectation Maximization frame-

work: the E-phase selects the best patches that minimize the semantic distortions in

quantization to propagate image labels; while the M-phase groups similar patches with

related labels (modeled by WordNet [18]), which minimizes the visual distortions in

quantization. In quantitative experiments, our codebook outperforms state-of-the-art

unsupervised and supervised codebooks [1,10,11,25,29] using benchmark datasets.

& 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In recent years, visual codebooks are widely used in many
computer vision tasks such as image matching, visual search,
object recognition, and scene modeling. A visual codebook
quantizes local patches into ‘‘visual words’’ [2] based on
approaches like K Means [2], Vocabulary Tree [1], Approx-
imate K-Means [5], and Hamming Embedding [7]. It gives
each image a bag-of-visual-words signature, which is robust
against photographing variances in illumination, view point,
ll rights reserved.

, New York City,

o),

(H. Yao),
scale, and occlusion. Generally speaking, most existing visual
codebooks are exploited using three consecutive stages: (1)
an interest point detection (e.g. DoG [4] or MSER [3]) and
description (e.g. SIFT [4]) stage for feature extraction; (2) a
visual codebook quantization stage for image description and
indexing [1,5–7]; (3) a classifier training stage for visual
recognition or matching [8,11].

Until recently, most existing approaches build visual
codebooks based solely on image visual contents [1,2,5–7],
without regard to their semantic labels from object cate-
gories or image annotations. No doubt, such labels are
extensively investigated in the subsequent classifier training
stage [8,11]. Such isolation excludes integrating semantic
labels to build a more discriminative codebook for its
subsequent vision tasks.

Given the recent prosperity of image sharing websites
such as Flickr, nowadays there are millions of manually
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labeled photos on the Web. These labels enable us to
incorporate collaborative human knowledge to supervise
the visual codebook learning in a large-scale, real-world
scenario. Towards this goal, state-of-the-art supervised
codebook methodologies [9–15] are unsuitable: on the
one hand, image labels are global, but the available super-
vision for patch quantization and codebook construction
should be local. Such imbalance scopes will introduce patch
labeling noise in their supervised quantization. On the other
hand, the large amount of Web labels are correlative with
each other. In contrast, previous works either performed
class specific codebook learning [10–12] or required precise
patch level supervision [13–15], both of which cannot
handle such imbalance and correlative learning scenario.

This paper presents a weakly supervised codebook learn-
ing framework, which revisits such imbalanced, correlative
Web labels from a weakly supervised learning perspective for
discriminative codebook construction. Our main idea is to
iteratively propagate image labels into local patches to
supervise their quantization, with efficient modeling of patch
labeling correlation in this supervision: First, we propose a
Label Propagation process to transfer correlative image
(region) labels into patches. This is modeled as a multiple
instance learning scenario by analogizing images as Bags and
patches as Instances, in which patch labeling is treated as an
instance selection [20,21] problem that maximizes the label-
ing consistency among the labeled patches that are quantized
together. Second, we propose a Graph Quantization scheme to
supervise the patch quantization. We adopt a Mean Shift
patch clustering to build the codebook, which embeds super-
vision into the Mean Shift kernels. Different Mean Shift scales
quantize patches into different codebook hierarchies. We
then project codewords between nearby hierarchies to build
a ‘‘multi-to-multi’’ graph as a linked hierarchical codebook.

Precise label propagation depends on correct quantiza-
tion, and vice versa. Obviously, this is a chicken and egg
problem. We address this by an iterative Expectation Max-
imization (EM) optimization as shown in Fig. 1. In each
iteration, the E-phase selects the best instance set to
maximize the label consistency within visual codewords.
Then the M-phase groups similar patches with related labels
(measured by WordNet [18]) together, which minimizes the
visual distortion in quantization. Experiments have shown
that our optimization can be scaled up to large-scale
datasets, with comparable or superior performance to the
state-of-the-art supervised codebooks [1,10,11,25].

Towards supervised codebook construction, Winn et al.
[11] learnt class-specific codebooks from an initial codebook,
which merged initial codeword pairs with Gaussian mixture
model for word distributions. Perronnin et al. [10] proposed
an Adaptive Vocabulary, which also incorporates category
learning to adapt an initial vocabulary into several class-
Fig. 1. Weakly supervised codebook learning framework by mu
specific vocabularies. Similarly, Hsu et al. [12] adopted
information bottleneck principle with kernel density estima-
tion for supervised codebook learning. And Zhang et al. [9]
proposed to construct image-specific codebooks (approxi-
mate 40 words per image) with EMD distance for classifica-
tion. Although working well to classify predefined categories,
such codebooks [9–12] are limited by their generality in
large-scale applications, since they build one codebook for
each class or each image. Instead of building class/image
specific codebooks, works in [13–15] build a generalized
codebook with semantic supervision. Moosmann et al.
[13] proposed an ERC-Forest to fuse semantic labels into
ERC tree construction, in which category labels were
adopted as stopping test in codeword generation. Lazeb-
nik et al. [15] built a supervised codebook from a set of
fully-labeled patches, which supervises the patch quanti-
zation by minimizing the category-aware mutual infor-
mation loss. Recently, sparse coding models are also
investigated [14] for supervised vocabulary learning.
However, the learning phase in [13–15] is performed
after building the codebook, rather than inside the code-
book construction procedure. More importantly, patch-
level supervision is demanded in the above works
[13–15], which is unsuitable for exploiting image (region)
labels to supervise codebook construction. To a certain
degree, there are also similarities to pLSA and LDA [16,17],
which unsupervisedly decomposed codewords into topics
and treated these topics as new feature representations. A
recent group of representative works come from the
endeavors of Ji et al. in compression the visual vocabulary
based descriptor representation directly on the mobile
end [40–43].

Some recent works also proposed to learn a better local
descriptor detector as in Ref. [44], or a better similarity metric
[45], as well as distribute the visual vocabulary model and its
inverted indexing structure into multiple machines [46].

Image/video search and annotation are no doubt among
the most promising directions in multimedia and compu-
ter vision research, where multiple facets of content-based
search techniques are studied, such as video annotation
[34,35,39], social media search [36], relevance feedback
learning [37], as well as cross-media retrieval [38].

Our further contributions are summarized as follows:
(1)
ltiple
Different from the previous tree structure codebooks
[1,5,7], our graph quantization can well reduce the
hierarchical amplification of quantization errors [24],
because it quantizes separately at each scale, with
multi-to-multi linking graph to connect hierarchical
codewords.
(2)
 Different from all previous works [9–13,16,17] that
handled at most hundreds of labels, we introduce
instance label propagation with graph quantization.
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WordNet [18] based label correlations into supervised
codebook construction, which can handle thousands
of correlative and miscellaneous labels on the Web.
2. Weakly supervised codebook learning

Visual codebook is a destructive structure to quantize
the local features (patches) into discrete regions. Given a
patch collection as X¼ fx1, . . . ,xNg in RD, a codebook
C¼ fckg

K
k ¼ 1 learns a quantizer Q to map each x to the

kth codeword by Q ðxÞ ¼ ck. Such mapping forms a K cell
quantization of RD, where the kth cell contains

Vk ¼ fx 2 RD9Q ðxÞ ¼ ckg ð1Þ

The quality of a visual codebook can be measured
based on its Mean Squared Errors (MSE) to X

MSEðCÞ ¼
Z

dðx,Q ðxÞÞpðxÞ dx

�
XK

k ¼ 1

Xnk

i ¼ 1

dðxi,ckÞ s:t: Q ðxiÞ ¼ ck ð2Þ

dðx,Q ðxÞÞ is the Euclidean distance between x and its
quantized codeword Q ðxÞ; pðxÞ denotes the occurrence
probability of x. The probability of x is discretized by
traversing X to sum up the Euclidean distance dð�Þ in each
codeword.

Minimizing MSE usually resorts to clustering, such as K

means and its variances [1,2,5,24,29]. We can interpret it
from an Expectation Maximization perspective: in Expec-
tation, Q quantize a set of patches Vk into ck

Vk ¼ fx 2 RD : k¼ arg min
k0

dðx,ck0 Þg ð3Þ

The Maximization updates each ck (contain nk features) as

ck ¼

Z
Vk

dðx,ckÞpðxÞ dx�
1

nk

Xnk

i ¼ 1

dðxi,ckÞ ð4Þ

2.1. Supervised quantization with kernel metrics

Supervised codebooks usually resort to a learnt metric
instead of the original L2 metric in Eq. (2). We can have a
kernel interpretation of such metric learning by introdu-
cing a kernel mapping FðÞ into dð�Þ as

dðx,ckÞ ¼Fðx,ckÞ ð5Þ

A supervised codebook learns mapping FðÞ from
labeled patches, such as ground truth patch matching or
annotation. In an optimal scenario, patch labels are
correct without any noise, and meanwhile sufficient to
learn a good FðÞ.

2.2. Weakly supervised learning perspective

However, such optimal scenario is extremely hard to
obtain in large-scale codebook learning, due to two
reasons:
�
 The real-world labels, e.g. Web labels, are correlated
with each other. How to model such label correlation
is challenging. The recent work in [29] exploits such
labels in a Hidden Markov Random Field framework,
but still with a L2 metric.

�
 It is difficult to obtain a large-scale patch labeling,

especially semantic annotations. To the best of our
knowledge, work in [29] obtains such labeling by a
density-based estimation. However, work in [29] has a
very low labeling recall to maintain high precision.

Coming with the recent advance in weakly supervised
learning [30–33], modeling and inference of such imbal-
anced labels now become feasible. In such a case, the
image labels can be regarded as patch labels with variant
accuracies, and our goal is to infer the label correctness
(i.e. label-to-patch), and meanwhile leverage such label to
learn the kernel metric FðÞ. Different from previous works
that directly exploit image label to supervise patch
quantization [10,12,9,11], the image labels are no longer
trustable to supervise the patch quantization, and the
propagation of labels from image to patch should be
iteratively updated during quantization.

Towards weakly supervised modeling of patch labeling
supervision, similar to [30], we model the selection of best
patches as a multiple instance learning [19] and key
instance selection [20,21] problem: we aim to propagate
the initial image-level labels into its local patches, which
is achieved by considering an image as a ‘‘bag’’ and its
local patches as ‘‘instances’’ (an initial annotation can be
viewed as a bag-level label). Obtaining precise patch label
is then transferred to the procedure of propagating image
(bag) labels to its best fitted ‘‘instances’’.

Notations: Let S¼ fS1, . . . ,Smg denotes m available
semantic labels. Let Bi

¼ fBi
1, . . . ,Bi

ni
g to be the set of bags

(images) that have semantic label Si. Each Bj
i

corresponds
to an image Ij annotated with label Si. fx1, . . . ,xmj

g denote
the patches in Bj

i
. Since Ij is assigned with label Si, at least

one patch x within Bj
i
should be labeled with Si. We define

all labeled patches for Si as X0i. We also use LðxiÞ ¼ Sj to
represent that Sj is propagated to xi. We denote all
patches (both labeled and unlabeled) as X¼ fx1, . . . ,xng

and the clustered codebook as C¼ fc1, . . . ,cKg.
Learning goal: Our goal is two-fold: (1) Label Propaga-

tion: obtain the labeled patch collection X0 from fBi
gmi ¼ 1;

(2) Codebook Quantization: use the labeled patch sets
X0 ¼ fX01,X02, . . . ,X0mg to supervise the quantization of X.
Initially, each Si is assigned to all instances in Bi to obtain a
fully-labeled X0. Then, we purify X0 and learn the kernel
metric FðÞ to supervise the quantization of X.

3. Iterative visual codebook construction

3.1. Building codebook by graph quantization

We introduce a graph quantization model to build a
hierarchical codebook as shown in Fig. 2, which contains
two steps: (1) Multiple-scale Mean Shift Clustering and
(2) Linking Graph Projection. We subsequently enable its
supervised construction using the learnt kernel metric in
Section 3.2.

We denote the hierarchy layer as H and Mean Shift
scales as fr1, . . . ,rHg. The outputs are a hierarchical code-
book fC1, . . . ,CH

g (Ci
¼ fci

1, . . . ,ci
ni
g for layer i), as well as
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the links among nearby layers Lðchi

j ,chiþ 1

k Þ to associate
codewords between layers i and iþ1.

Multiple-scale Mean Shift clustering: At hierarchical
layer hi, we adopt Means Shift clustering [22] with radius
ri to group X into centroids Ci

¼ fci
1, . . . ,ci

ni
g. For each xk, its

Mean Shift vector Mri
ðxkÞ is estimated in its ri neighbors

Mhi
ðxkÞ ¼

PJ
j ¼ 1 G

Jxk�xjJ2

ri

� �
wðxjÞðxk�xjÞ

PJ
j ¼ 1 G

Jxk�xjJ2

ri

� �
wðxjÞ

ð6Þ

wðxjÞ denotes the weight of neighbor xj in Mean Shift
vector estimation. We find J neighbors in radius ri of xk in
the local feature space, then adopt a Gaussian kernel with
L2 metric to distinguish neighbor contributions. At each
iteration, we give xk a centroid assignment ck, which is
the one in Ci that is nearest to the new ‘‘shifted’’ location
(xkþMhðxkÞ).

For each xk, its Mean Shift process is iterated until
Mri
ðxkÞre. Then, in layer hi, patches associated together

are assigned into a single word. To speed up, nearest
neighbors for each x in ri is pre-computed and stored into
a search table. Comparing with K Means, Mean Shift can
better handle the imbalanced patch distributions [23,24].

Linking graph projection: We then build a linking graph
between nearby hierarchical layers to connect their code-
words. We aim to offer comparable search speed to
Vocabulary Tree [1] and Approximate K-Means [5], and
avoid the clustering bias [23,24] caused by the hierarchi-
cally biased similarity metric [24].

Given the layers hi and hiþ1, we connect (project)
codewords fci

1, . . . ,ci
ni
g to fciþ1

1 , . . . ,ciþ1
niþ 1
g based on their

patch concurrence probability. We only link a higher-
layer centroid ci

j and a lower-layer centroid ciþ1
k via

Lðci
j,c

iþ1
k Þ once

9fx9x-ci
j, x-ciþ1

k g9Zep ð7Þ

where 9 � 9 represents the number of concurrent patches in
ci

j and ciþ1
k , and ep is the projection strength that reflects a

compromise between matching effectiveness and effi-
ciency: small ep produces dense links to ensure precision;
large ep produces sparse links to ensure speed.
Fig. 2. The graph quantization for codebook building. Each layer is a

quantization at a given Mean Shift scale. Different layers are linked by

linking graph projection.
Online search pipeline: In online search, the tth patch
extracted from the query image is sent to the Entry Root in
Fig. 2, then the top N similar codeword are located, for
each of which we find its children (in its finer layer).
These ensemble children nodes form a candidate list, in
which we find again the top N nearest children codeword
to loop our search into a finer layer. Finally, top N nearest
codewords in the finest layer are found, on which their
inverted indexing files are visited to rank co-indexed
similar images.

3.2. Kernel metric learning

We learn a more discriminative kernel mapping FðÞ to
replace the L2 metric in Eq. (6), which measures the
distances between xi and xj

Fðxi,xjÞ ¼ xiMD�Dxj ð8Þ

MD�D is a learnt metric similar to Mahalanobis distance,
initialized as a uniform diagonal matrix and updated as

MD�D ¼
1

l

X
c

X
xi ,xi-c

fðxi�xjÞðxi�xjÞ
T9LðxiÞ ¼ LðxjÞg ð9Þ

l is the amount of calculations in Eq. (10) for normal-
ization. Hence updating MD�D is based on the co-labeled
patches in their quantized codeword. We further incor-
porate the label correlation into MD�D learning, label
correlations are common for Web images such as Flickr.
We quantify the correlation between two labels by
WordNet [18]

MD�D ¼
1

l

X
c

X
xi ,xi-c

fWðLðxiÞ,LðxjÞÞ

�ðxi�xjÞðxi�xjÞ
T9LðxiÞ,LðxjÞa0g ð10Þ

Note that a given xi can be assigned to multiple labels. In
the case that LðxiÞ ¼ 0 or LðxjÞ ¼ 0, we set WðLðxiÞ,LðxjÞÞ ¼ 0;
Otherwise, it is the WordNet:Similarity scores [27]
between [0,1].

This metric learning is conducted in each round of
patch quantization iteration. We then rewrite Eq. (6) as

Mhi
ðxkÞ ¼

PJ
j ¼ 1 G

Fðxk,xjÞ

ri

� �
wðxjÞðxk�xjÞ

PJ
j ¼ 1 G

Fðxk,xjÞ

ri

� �
wðxjÞ

ð11Þ

3.3. Iterative labeling and quantization
�
 We should quantize the local patches X into a code-
book C, based on which we learn an optimized kernel
metric FðÞ by Eqs. (9)–(11).

�
 In turn, we update the kernel metric FðÞ based on C,

which guides the label propagation from S to fX0ig
m
i ¼ 1.

Towards above mutual-dependent optimizations, we pro-
pose to iterate both labeling and quantization. Our main
idea is to update the labeling LðxiÞ of each xi based on

Cost¼
X

xi2-cd1cd2

X
xj-cd1cd2

WðLðxiÞ,LðxjÞÞþl
X
xi2X0

9LðxiÞ9 ð12Þ
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where
P

xi2X0 9LðxiÞ9 servers as a tradeoff to avoid assigning
all patches with its corresponding label. Optimizing the
labeling of X0 in Eq. (12) based on C is hard to directly
achieved, we approximate as follows:

(1) Building colabeled patch pairs: First, for each seman-
tic label Sz, we traverse each of its labeled patches xj, by
which we search its quantized codeword region to find all
nearby patch co-labeled with Sz

Pz
Similar ¼ fðxi,xj,SzÞ9LðxiÞ ¼ LðxjÞ ¼ Sz,

(ck xi-ck4xj-ckg ð13Þ

(2) Iterative label propagation: Recalling that the patch
labeling set Bj

i for label Si of each image Ij initially assigns
all instances as positive. We assume labels within a given
codeword should be as correlative as possible, which is
adopted to filter out unsuitable patch labeling within Bj

i or
in other words, select the key instances within bag Bj

i.
First, we measure the label correlation of each patch

xt 2 Bj
i in its quantized codeword (suppose as ck)

Corxa ¼
1

nk
label

X
xb-ck

fWðLðxaÞ,LðxbÞÞ9xb 2 X0g ð14Þ

nk
label is the number of labeled patches in ck. Subsequently,

the averaged labeling correlation within Bj
i is obtained via

AveCor
Bj

i

¼
1

n
Bj

i

X
xa2Bj

i

Corxa ð15Þ

Second, we define an ‘‘Instance Noise’’ T for key
instance selection (which is tuned based on the training
set for each Sj). Only patches xa with Corxa ZT � AveCor

Bj
i

are selected as key instances in bag Bj
i. Our calculation

of AveCor
Bj

i

is to adapt the threshold T � AveCor
Bj

i

for

different bags.
In sum, we estimate the kernel metric FðÞ before each-

round quantization, then update the labeling instance
selection. Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedure our
iterative labeling and quantization.

Algorithm 1. Iterative labeling and quantization.
1
 Input: Local patch collection X¼ fx1 , . . . ,xNg, labels S¼ fsjg
m
j ¼ 1,

the initial labeled patches X0 , hierarchical Level H, Mean

Shift radius fr1 , . . . ,rHg, quantization iteration t.
2
 Output: Weakly supervised codebook C¼ fckg
K
k ¼ 1 with

its inverted indexing structure.
3
 while fConverge, or totmaxg do�

4

5

6
7

8

9

10
Kernel Metric Learning : Calculate FðÞ and MD�D using

Eqs: ð8Þ and ð10Þ;

Graph Quantization :

f

Multi� Scale Mean Shift Clustering using Eq: ð11Þ;

Build Linking Graph of layers Hi and Hiþ1 by Eq: ð7Þ;

g

Labeling Refinement : Based on the current C, update the

labeling assignment using Eqs: ð14Þ and ð15Þ;

���������������������

11
 end
4. Experimental comparisons

We give two groups of quantitative comparisons. The
first group compares our approach with unsupervised
codebooks, including (1) the traditional VT [1] model
and GNP (Greed N-Best Paths) [25], which means we go
through multiple pathes in the hierarchical vocabulary
search, (2) our unsupervised Graph Quantization (with L2

metric), and (3) our supervised Graph Quantization with-
out label correlations (with kernel metric in Eq. (9)
without LCor modeling). The second group compares our
approach with two related works in learning-based code-
book: (1) class-specific adaptive vocabulary [10] and (2)
universal visual dictionary [11]. We also investigate how
the Codebook Sparsity, Instance Noise, and the Supervision

Strength affect our codebook learning performance.

4.1. Databases and evaluations

Databases: We adopt two benchmark databases and a
Web database in our evaluations: (1) the UKBench data-
base [1] is used for near-duplicate retrieval with compar-
ison to [1,25]. It contains 10,000 images with 2500
objects. There are four images per object to offer sufficient
variances in viewpoint, rotation, lighting, scale, and affine
transform. (3) The PASCAL VOC 05 [28] is used for object
classification with comparisons to learning-based code-
books [11]. We adopt VOC 05 not 08, since the former
directly gives quantitative results for the baseline of [11].
Identical to [11], we split VOC 05 into two equal-size
training and testing sets. Since the annotation bounding
boxes are provided, we only conduct the metric learning
one time, then fix FðÞ without iterative refinement. (3)
The Flickr database contains over 60,000 collaboratively
labeled Flickr photos for near-duplicate retrieval. It con-
tains over 18 million patches with over 450,000 labels
(over 3600 unique keywords). We randomly select 2000
photos to form a query set, and use the rest 58,000 to
build codebook.

Note that, for the UKBench dataset, there are about
2500 categories, each of which contains four images. All
images from these categories are used to build the code-
book, while the first image of each category is used to test
the search performance. In such a case, this image would
definitely find itself in the top match, and subsequently
the retrieval performance depends on whether the search
system can return the rest three images in as higher-
ranking positions as possible. This is measured as ‘‘correct
returning’’ [1]. We have to follow this setting to ensure
that our method can be directly compare to the perfor-
mance reported in the vocabulary tree paper as well as its
successive alternatives. A more detailed explanation of
the above process can be found at: http://www.vis.uky.
edu/stewe/ukbench/.

Model implementations: For the Flickr and UKBench
databases, we build 6-Layer and 4-layer Graph Quantiza-
tion codebooks based on SIFT [4] respectively. The cross
layer projection strength ep is initialized as 100 patches,
increasing bottom up with scale 10 per layer. As a base-
line approach, we build a 10-branch, 4-level Vocabulary
Tree [1] for our Flickr database, and a 10-branch, 3-level
Vocabulary Tree for the UKBench database. Identical to
[1], we use the entire UKBench database to build code-
book, and adopt the first image per object to form a query
set. For the PASCAL VOC 2005 database, we reduce the

http://www.vis.uky.edu/stewe/ukbench/
http://www.vis.uky.edu/stewe/ukbench/
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hierarchical layers to 3 to produce a codebook with
approximate 2000 codewords.

Evaluation criteria: For retrieval in the UKBench
database, since queries are also inverted indexed in the
codebook, the performance depends on whether our sys-
tem can return the rest three photos of this object as early
as possible. This is measured by the averaged ‘‘Correct
Returning’’, which is the identical measurement of [1].

For retrieval in the Flickr database, we use mean
Average Precision (mAP) to investigate whether we can
return more relevant images earlier. It is an average of
precisions after truncating the list for each relevant image as

mAP@N¼
1

Nq

XNq

i ¼ 1

PN
r ¼ 1 PðrÞ � relðrÞ

#�of�relevant�images

 !
ð16Þ

where r is the rank, N the number retrieved, rel(r) a binary
function on the relevance of a given rank, and P(r) precision
at a given cut-off rank N. Nq is the total number of queries.

4.2. Quantitative results

Insights into the supervised codebook: Similar to [10], it is
informative to look at how our supervised codebook learning
affects the ratios between the averaged inter-class and intra-
class codeword distances. The intra-class distance is the
distance between two BoW vectors from the same class;
the inter-class distance is the distance between two BoW
vectors from a measured class and a set of randomly selected
photos outside this class. We investigate 20 exemplar labels,
in which we find that: since our codebook learning ensures
that patches with identical or similar labels will be quantized
into identical words, this ratio will significantly increase as
shown in Fig. 3.

Comparing with unsupervised codebooks: Table 1 presents
our retrieval performance in our Flickr database, Fig. 4
presents our retrieval performance in UKBench, both with
comparisons to VT [1] and GNP [25]. We can see that, with
Fig. 3. Ratios of inter/intra-class distances with and w
identical codeword volumes, our model produces a more
effective codebook than VT [1] and GNP [25], due to (1) Mean
Shift reduces clustering bias; (2) linking graph projection
compensates the hierarchical quantization errors. In effi-
ciency, we outperform GNP, but is slower than VT, which is
widely regarded as the fastest search model.

Instance noise and supervision strength: We explore
the influence of different Instance Noise (T) in instance
selection, in which the best instance set is obtained by
tuning the best T in Eqs. (14) and (15) for each label
(denoted as tbest for each label). We increase Instance Noise
by halving T (T¼ 0:5tbest for each label), which allows more
(could be noise) instances to be selected. Second, we
investigate the influence of different Supervision Strength
S. S¼ 1:0 means we use all the propagated patch labels
into supervised codebook learning, S¼ 0:5 means we use
half amount of labels. Fig. 5 shows following comparisons:
�

ith
VTþVaried T, S: As a straightforward solution, we
directly built VT based on the learnt kernel metric.
Fig. 5 shows that in such case the metric learning is not
significant by increasing S. And the performance
degenerates with more instance noises by increasing T.

�
 VTþVaried T, S with GNP: Employing GNP improves

our metric learning in the VT codebook. However, the
computational cost will increase.

�
 GQþVaried T, S: Our model is a better choice for code-

book learning. We discover that the mAP degeneration
caused by large T could be corrected by S (Fig. 5 (c)), due
to our bottom-up multi-path projection.

�
 GQþVaried T, S with GNP: We integrate GNP into our

GQ. We achieve the best mAP performance in Fig. 5.

Codebook sparsity: Fig. 5 also shows that, by embedding
identical amount of patch labels into our codebook learn-
ing, a sparser codebook (with fewer features per codeword
in average) produces a better performance in general.
out supervised codebook in Flickr database.



Table 1
mAPs (with different hierarchical layers in codebook construction)

among GQ, VT [1], and VTþGNP [25] in our Flickr 60,000 database.

Method mAP@3

Hierarchical layers 3 4 5 6 7

VT 0.296 0.308 0.325 0.356 0.395

VT, GNP¼3 0.298 0.315 0.329 0.406 0.410

VT, GNP¼5 0.300 0.361 0.403 0.493 0.489

GQ 0.298 0.326 0.362 0.430 0.459

GQ (No Cr) 0.299 0.373 0.489 0.553 0.503
GQ (Cr) 0.298 0.389 0.491 0.574 0.494

Fig. 4. ‘‘Correct Returning’’ comparisons between our Graph Quantiza-

tion model and (1) VT [1], (2) VTþGNP [25] in the UKBench database.

Fig. 5. mAP with different codebook parameters T and S. The number of codewo

SþGNP, (c) GQþVaried T, S and (d) GQþVaried T, SþGNP.

Fig. 6. mAP comparisons with concept correlation modeling Cr. Visual vocab

without MIL co-optimization step and (b) with varied S and different GNP.
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Label correlation modeling: We denote the label corre-
lation modeling in Eq. (10) as Cr. Comparing with Fig. 5(c),
Fig. 6 shows that Cr allows embedding a larger S to obtain
better performances. Fig. 6(b) shows the best perfor-
mance in Flickr database reported in this paper. However,
we find that the GNP improvements are not as significant
as that in Table 1. Since GNP aims to compensate quanti-
zation errors, it therefore proves that our Cr modeling is
very effective to obtain precise codewords.

There are two conclusions of tuning T, S, and Cr: (1)
modeling label correlation will lighten the negative effect
of instance noise; (2) higher supervision strength gener-
ally produces better mAP.

Comparisons to the state-of-the-arts: To Adaptive Voca-

bulary [10]: We implement the approach of [10] to learn
class-specific vocabularies. For [10] and our learning-based
codebook, the nearest neighbor method is adopted for
category prediction. It votes for the nearest BoW vectors,
whose label is defined as its class label. Fig. 7 shows
comparisons in our Flickr database. With limited (tens of)
classes, the Adaptive Vocabulary [10] outperforms our
approach. However, when the number of embedding labels
are larger than 178, we start to perform better.

Table 3 further demonstrates our efficiency in both
offline building time and online search time. It is also
worth mentioning that, adding new classes will linearly
increase the time complexity of [10]. On the contrary, our
search time is consistent with adding new labels.
rd � 10 K. (y: mAP, x: top returns). (a) VTþVaried T, S, (b) VTþVaried T,

ulary size¼8794. (y: mAP, x: top returns). (a) With varied S and with/
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To learning universal vocabulary [11]: We set up our
experimental database identical to [11], for which we can
directly compare our performances to [11]. The classifica-
tion of the test bounding box (we know its label before-
hand as ground truth) is a nearest neighbor search
process [11] using BoW vectors from regions with this
label. Table 2 shows that our method achieves slightly
better precision than [11], in testing the identical nine
categories to [11] in the PASCAL VOC 2005 database. It is
worth mentioning that since GQ adopts Mean Shift in
quantization, we only need to decide how many layers to
build the vocabulary hierarchy (Layers¼ 5;6,7, without
centroid numbers).

It is worth mentioning that, we enable the projection
of one centroid in a finer layer to a set of centroids in a
coarser layer. In comparison, similar works, such as the
GNP [25] or the Soft Assignment [26], are still affected by
hierarchical clustering bias, since finer-layers are built
based solely on the data clustering in coarser-layers.
Fig. 7. Comparison between our approach and Adaptive Vocabulary [10]

in Flickr. Putting more labels into codebooks will increase our mAP,

while this mAP decreases in [10] due to negative influences of label

correlations.

Table 2
Confuse matrix on PASCAL 05 with [11] (left).

True label Build. Grass Tree Cow

Inferred label in [11]
Build 38 2

Grass 66 1

Tree 1 1 30

Cow 21

Sky

Aerop. 4

Face

Car

Bicyc. 1

Inferred label (our codebook)
Build 43 1

Grass 66 1

Tree 1 31 1

Cow 1 22
Sky 1

Aerop. 1

Face

Car

Bicyc.
Label to patch: Our label propagation can also achieve
Label-To-Patch using multiple instance learning and instance
selection. Fig. 8 shows an example of propagating image-
level labels into its corresponding local patches, which can be
further used for tasks such as supervised object localization
and supervised object segmentation.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a weakly supervised learning
framework for discriminative visual codebook construc-
tion. We aim to supervise the patch level quantization by
exploiting image level labeling, for which we propose to
propagate image labels to patches by multiple instance
modeling. Based on our graph quantization codebook, our
second contribution is a kernel metric learning scheme,
where we take extreme focus on label correlations for
large-scale supervision. Especially, we propose to iterate
both patch labeling and codebook construction within a
mutual optimization procedure to reinforce both perfor-
mances. In experiments, our codebook is validated in
image search and object categorization tasks on bench-
mark datasets. We report superior performances to the
state-of-the-art unsupervised [1,25] and supervised [10,11]
codebooks.
Table 3
Computational efficiency in our Flickr database.

Time cost comparisons

(Layers, branches) Building (s) Search (s) GNP (s)

GQ (5,) 4172 2.356 2.995

GQ (6,) 7283 3.406 3.910

GQ (7,) 14 204 4.393 4.689

VT (3,10) 6035 1.854 3.224

VT (4,10) 13 826 2.498 4.427

Sky Aerop. Face Car Bicyc.

1 1 2 1

1

2

46
11

15
15

14

1

44 2

14
15

15
1 14



Fig. 8. Supervised Object Localizations. Top row shows exemplar photos with labels; the middle row shows the patch based localization results; the

bottom row shows the soft segmentation/localization of the target label. From left to right columns: (1) people, bird; (2) balloon; (3) rider; (4) eagle,

people, coast; (4) solider.
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